

Host Don says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Shoe leave >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::sitting in the command chair::

CTO_Chalen says:
CMO:  Now entering standard orbit of Risa.

CNS_Serain says:
::in quarters looking for something to wear::

CSO Jala says:
::on Bridge, checking over the SCI console::

SO_Webster says:
::at SCI, learning from CSO::

MO_Jorae says:
::Tumbles out of her bed onto all fours as the alarm blares loudly::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
CTO:  Good.  Thanks, Riggs.  Let's secure the ship and have ourselves a shore leave. ::smiles::

MO_Jorae says:
Computer: deactivate alarm.......

MO_Jorae says:
::Hops up groggily and heads for a sonic shower::

CSO Jala says:
::smiles at SO::  SO:  You're good.  You learn fast, I like that.

CTO_Chalen says:
CMO:  No problem there.   Locking down the primary’s now.

OPS_Becca says:
::sits at Ops station watching controls and thinks::

SO_Webster says:
CSO: Thank you

CNS_Serain says:
::finds a nice pair of shoes::

CSO Jala says:
SO:  No problem!

MO_Jorae says:
::A few minutes later she emerges from her sonic shower and twists her wet hair up.......finds a nice 2 piece and slips it on under a pair of shorts and a tank top::

SO_Webster says:
CSO: No anything about Risa?

CSO Jala says:
::winks toward Torgh::  SO:  Never been there myself, but Torgh and I have wanted to go there for quite a while.

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::winks back at Tas::

MO_Jorae says:
::Stuffs a couple things into a small duffel::

SO_Webster says:
CSO: Me, too.

CSO Jala says:
SO:  Got any plans for the leave?

CSO Jala says:
::smiles at Torgh::

SO_Webster says:
CSO: No, just to take it slow, see the sights

OPS_Becca says:
::goes to my quarters, and starts to read a Stephen King book

SO_Webster says:
CSO: Maybe find a bar or two

CSO Jala says:
SO:  Hey, that sounds good!  You need some company though....

SO_Webster says:
CSO: Any ideas?

XO_Grift says:
::looks around at the bridge crew... somehow feels out of place::

MO_Jorae says:
::stubs her toe as she passes her bed and hops on her other foot trying not to curse::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
CSO:  Psst.... ::shakes head, then grins::

CTO_Chalen says:
XO:  Sir, the main systems are secured.  Ship is ready for shore leave.

SO_Webster says:
CMO: Yes ::grins back then looks at CSO::

CSO Jala says:
::grins back at Torgh and shakes her head::  SO:  Hmmm.. perhaps some single guy from the ship??  ::winks at SO::

MO_Jorae says:
::Sits down on the side of her bed and considers sucking her big toe to stop the throbbing.........but decided against it::

Host Don says:
ACTION: Dusk falls over the Planet Risa, All the hot night clubs open.

XO_Grift says:
CTO: Good work

CNS_Serain says:
::puts on a simple black dress, brushes hair, stands back and looks in mirror......shrugs and walks out::

CTO_Chalen says:
XO:  Permission to leave the bridge, sir?

MO_Jorae says:
::Realizes what time it is and opts for something a little more.......provocative instead......leaving her two piece beneath::

XO_Grift says:
*All hands*: The Comanche is currently orbiting Risa, all crew members are excused for 24 hours of shore leave.

XO_Grift says:
CTO: Dismissed

CTO_Chalen says:
::nods at the XO and enter the TL::

MO_Jorae says:
::hears the Com and grins.......wondering what her time will bring her::

CNS_Serain says:
::walks to TR::

OPS_Becca says:
::decides to put on a pair of wranglers and a Clay  Walker t shirt and a pair of blue boots::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::approaches Tas and offers his hand::  CSO: Shall we?

SO_Webster says:
CSO: I guess that means us.  Permission to be excused?

CTO_Chalen says:
::taps badge::  MO:  Julia, you ready to get off this tub?

XO_Grift says:
::Has alot of fond memories of Risa::

CSO Jala says:
::winks at SO again and takes Torgh's hand::  SO:  You bet!  One last order...have fun!

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::leads her to the TL::

SO_Webster says:
CSO:  Thanks, you two, too

MO_Jorae says:
*CTO*: That an invitation, Ridges?

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
Computer:  Transporter Room 3.

CSO Jala says:
::waves at SO as TL doors close::

SO_Webster says:
::heads to the TL::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::allows Tas to exit the TL before him, then leads her to the TR::

CSO Jala says:
CMO:  I can't believe we're finally going to Risa....

CTO_Chalen says:
*MO*:  Unless you've got something better to do than spend time with me, which of course, is simply not possible.

OPS_Becca says:
::heads to the TL::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
CSO:  I can't believe you've never been there before.  You're gonna love it!

Host Don says:
ACTION: A newly constructed amusement park with every scary ride you can think of has just opened the gates.

MO_Jorae says:
*CTO*: Well I could wash my hair........again........But somehow staying on here with Risa awaiting........I guess I'll opt for some company.

CSO Jala says:
CMO:  Hmmm... You seem to know what you're doing.... do you any evil plans afoot??  ::grins::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::enters the TR and steps onto the transporter pad::

SO_Webster says:
::sees OPS walking to TL:: OPS: What are your plans?

MO_Jorae says:
*CTO*: How we doing this?  Casual or a little dressy?

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
CSO:  Just wait, Angel.  ::to the transporter chief::  Energize.

OPS_Becca says:
SO:  Not Sure SO.

CSO Jala says:
::steps up onto the pad::

XO_Grift says:
::Leans back in the CO's chair and relaxes::

CTO_Chalen says:
*MO*:  Dressy.  Knock yourself out.  I'll meet you in TR2.

CNS_Serain says:
::step on pad and wonders where everyone else is going when they get there::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::materializes on Risa::

CSO Jala says:
::materializes with Torgh::

MO_Jorae says:
::Slips on a string of pearls and matching earrings.....takes one more look at her black shimmery dress in the mirror and heads to the TL::

XO_Grift says:
::Despite the many fond memories Risa holds for him, it also ties him to his past... and a lost love::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::approaches the amusement park::

SO_Webster says:
::heads to quarters, get cleaned up, then goes to transporter room::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
CSO:  What do you think?

MO_Jorae says:
TL: Deck five......

CNS_Serain says:
::dematerializes and then shimmers onto Risa alone::

CTO_Chalen says:
::Enters TR2::

MO_Jorae says:
::Leans carefully on the wall.....not used to wearing heals.......exits the TL and heads for TR2::

CSO Jala says:
::takes Torgh’s hand again::  CMO:  Anywhere with you is alright with me!

OPS_Becca says:
::walks around on Risa looking around::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::smiles at her and enters the park::

MO_Jorae says:
::Enters the TR and looks around::

SO_Webster says:
::looks around Risa then heads toward amusement park sounds::

CTO_Chalen says:
MO: About you showed up.  Ready to go?

MO_Jorae says:
::Crosses her arms:: CTO: Not until I get a compliment outta you. ::Half smirk::

CSO Jala says:
::points to a roller coaster::  CMO:  Wanna go on it?

CNS_Serain says:
::walks down a crowded street::

OPS_Becca says:
::goes to the Amusement park and looks around,  but decides to sit and watch for a bit...::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
CSO:  Does a Vulcan have pointy ears?

CTO_Chalen says:
::sets the transport timer and hops onto the transporter pad::  MO: I must admit, not bad at all, Spots.  ::smiles::  Let's go break some hearts.

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::leads the way::

CSO Jala says:
CMO:  I'll take that as a yes!!  ::laughs::

MO_Jorae says:
::Heads to the padd:: CTO: Well, Ridges......I suppose that's all I can expect outta a guy like you. ::Smiles brightly and nods she's ready::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::waits on line for the roller coaster::

CTO_Chalen says:
::rematerializes on Risa::

CSO Jala says:
::waits with Torgh, biting her lower lip::

CTO_Chalen says:
SELF:  Nighttime already?

MO_Jorae says:
::Materializes and feels the brisk night air on her bare shoulders......looks up at the moon::

MO_Jorae says:
CTO: What time did you think it was?

OPS_Becca says:
::gets up and goes over to the roller coaster, and gets in line...

CSO Jala says:
CMO:  Torgh, do you think that we could... go to the... beach later?

CTO_Chalen says:
MO:  I'm so used to sunning it up whenever we come here, I've never see the Risan night life.   Now that I think of it, this crew comes here ALOT, don't we?

CNS_Serain says:
::sees amusement park ahead and turns down a side street::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
CSO:  Of course... That is, if there's time.  ::winks::

XO_Grift says:
::stands up and walks slowly around the empty bridge, for the first time onboard the Comanche he felt alone::

MO_Jorae says:
CTO: Yea......we do........but it's always fun.  Even if you come along......

CSO Jala says:
::smiles brightly up at Torgh::

SO_Webster says:
::wanders down the Risan streets, checking out the clubs as she passes by::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
CSO:  We're next.

CSO Jala says:
CMO:  Great!  I love roller coasters!

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::hops on the roller coaster, waiting to be buckled in::

CTO_Chalen says:
MO:  Even if I come along, eh?   ::grins::  I need a drink, care to tie one on?  ::points to a dockside bar::

CSO Jala says:
::hops in next to Torgh::

MO_Jorae says:
::Nods and takes his arm:: I think I will.

CNS_Serain says:
::gets a cup of coffee from a street vender and set’s on a bench watching the people go by::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::getting that excited childlike feeling in the pit of his stomach::

OPS_Becca says:
::gets out of the line and  goes to a country western bar and watches people dancing..

CTO_Chalen says:
::walks arm in arm with Julia and sits at the bar::  MO:  It is kind of nice to get away from ship life ever so often.  That huge ship gets real small after a few weeks without shore leave.

CSO Jala says:
::smiles widely at Torgh as she gets buckled in::  CMO:  Ready??

SO_Webster says:
::stops at a cafe and orders a drink::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
CSO:  Ready as I'll ever be.

MO_Jorae says:
::Drops his arm as they reach the bar. Orders a RA:: CTO: Doesn't it though?  Even with a holodeck it's almost too confining.

CSO Jala says:
::smiles maniacally::  CMO: It's been so long since I've been on one of these!

XO_Grift says:
::Exits the bridge onto the TL:: Deck 2

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::becomes very warmed by the happiness on Tas's face::

OPS_Becca says:
::watches this guy dance or i should say try to dance the cotton eye Joe::

CSO Jala says:
::leans her head on Torgh’s shoulder, waiting for the ride to start::

CTO_Chalen says:
::orders a Risan sunrise on the rocks::  MO:  I hope life's been going easy for ya in sickbay?  Bridge detail's a bear lately.   ::sighs::  Well, at least we're not fighting..... I don't know, like crazy Vulcan telepaths or anything like that.....

CNS_Serain says:
::finishes coffee and walks down the street some more, enjoying the fresh air::

MO_Jorae says:
CTO: Sickbay's been slow as always.....Seems like the whole ship is afraid of us Docs or something.  I mean, come on.....I'm personable!

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::wonders if this thing is going to start or what::

CSO Jala says:
::jerks up to sitting as the ride starts to move::

XO_Grift says:
::Exits the TL and heads down the long corridor towards his quarters::

OPS_Becca says:
::gets up and leaves  the bar, and walks around Risa some.    and finds a quiet place to sit and think about family::

Host Don says:
ACTION: The whole crew materialize on the coaster, the Coaster begins to move forward at a high rate of speed.

MO_Jorae says:
::Takes a sip of her RA........just enjoying the atmosphere.......the real not recirculated air::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
Yes!

CNS_Serain says:
::shakes her head....:: What the...?

SO_Webster says:
Hey, how'd I get here?

CTO_Chalen says:
MO:  Oh, yeah, a contender for Ms. congeniality alright- ::materializes on the coaster::   WHAT THE-   ::sighs::  Oh, no......   Something weird is gonna happen to us again........

CSO Jala says:
Self:  WOW!

XO_Grift says:
::suddenly onboard a strange train device ::

MO_Jorae says:
::Gasps::  Oh goodness...........no

CNS_Serain says:
::holds on::

XO_Grift says:
::looks around::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
CSO:  What a ride!  Whooooooo!!!!!!

OPS_Becca says:
Hey now.....  ::holds on to something::

CSO Jala says:
CMO:  This is awesome!!

CTO_Chalen says:
SELF:   Why does this always happen to us on Risa?!!!!

XO_Grift says:
CMO: <yelling> what is this?

Host Don says:
ACTION: The coaster goes through several twists and turns, then a spiral upwards then shoots down....heading for the 400 foot loop.

MO_Jorae says:
::Closes her eyes tight.......grasps the bars holding on for life::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
XO:  It's a roller coaster, Doug!  It's fun!

CTO_Chalen says:
::screams like a little girl::

SO_Webster says:
::sees the loop, holds on, laughing::

CSO Jala says:
YEEEHAH!!

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::hears Riggs and laughs out loud::

CNS_Serain says:
Eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee ::starts to laugh::

CTO_Chalen says:
::hears the XO:   XO:   THIS IS WHAT YOU HUMANS DO FOR FUN??????!!!!!!!!

OPS_Becca says:
::screams  for her life?? ::

CSO Jala says:
::Laughs at all the reactions of the crew::

MO_Jorae says:
CTO: We Trills have more sense than this! ::speaking between clenched teeth::

XO_Grift says:
::mildly annoyed by this interruption in his personal time::

Host Don says:
ACTION: The coaster enters the loop at 219 kph, the G force is tremendous.

XO_Grift says:
CTO: Not me... I'm not even sure how I got here

CSO Jala says:
::looks back at Julia and laughs::

MO_Jorae says:
::Eyes plastered shut doesn't see Tas::

XO_Grift says:
::stuck to his seat::

SO_Webster says:
::feels like she is being plastered to her seat::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::let's the ride throw him every which way, but enjoys it::

CSO Jala says:
::gets pushed back into her seat, starting to get worried::

CTO_Chalen says:
::hanging onto the bar with dear life::   ALL:   Who........ built......this.....THING!!!!!!!!????

CNS_Serain says:
::smile plastered on her face.....tears steaming from her eyes::

MO_Jorae says:
::Starts to turn green::

Host Don says:
ACTION: The coaster exits the loop and enters a series of twists, both left and right.

OPS_Becca says:
::holds on and yells i want off::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
CTO:  Come on, Riggs.... can't handle a wittle bitty roller coaster??

CTO_Chalen says:
CMO:   STOP ENJOYING THIS, TORGH!   ::still screaming::

CSO Jala says:
::laughs at Torgh and Woooheee's again::

SO_Webster says:
OPS:  It'll be over soon. Just hold on

MO_Jorae says:
Anybody: Get me off this thing of we're all gonna be sorry.......Especially the person behind me.

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
CTO:  Hmph!  Big tough Chief of Security!

OPS_Becca says:
::I am holding on as tight as i can::

CSO Jala says:
::laughs again::

CTO_Chalen says:
::yelling incoherently::   CMO:  YOUR SICK!   OUR CMO IS A SICKO!  Get me OFF OF THIS!

CNS_Serain says:
::hopes the MO doesn't through up since she is in front::

XO_Grift says:
::attempts to reach his com badge, but the G forces pin his arms to his side::

Host Don says:
ACTION: The coaster enters the station and stops....Everyone is transported back to there original location.

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::only laughs louder::

OPS_Becca says:
::sits and relaxes::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
CSO:  What an awesome ride!!!!

SO_Webster says:
Self:  That was great!

CSO Jala says:
::breathes deep::  CMO:  WOW!! That was great!

CTO_Chalen says:
::back in his bar seat, still screaming like a freighted child::

MO_Jorae says:
::Falls off the stool onto the floor still holding onto the non-existent bars:;

CNS_Serain says:
::head spinning........realizes she is back on the street::

SO_Webster says:
::decides not to eat right away::

XO_Grift says:
::back in his quarters::

MO_Jorae says:
::Opens her eyes feeling the wind stopping::

XO_Grift says:
*CMO*: Report

CNS_Serain says:
::staggers::

CSO Jala says:
::gets off of the ride and stumbles a bit::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
*XO*:  Enjoy the ride?

SO_Webster says:
::needing to clear head, gets up but falls immediately back to seat::

MO_Jorae says:
::Holds her hand up for Riggs to help her off the floor when he stops screaming::

CSO Jala says:
::reaches for Torgh's hand to get him off of the ride::

CTO_Chalen says:
MO:   WHY does this stuff always happen on Risa?   First it was flying, talking mice, now THIS!   It's as if some all powerful force is messing with us for his own TWISTED entertainment!

CTO_Chalen says:
::Helps Julia back into her seat::

XO_Grift says:
*CMO*: Negative. I wanna know who abducted the crew. Assemble an away team

CNS_Serain says:
::wonders if that mouse is around some where again::

MO_Jorae says:
::Rubs her backside:: CTO: That fall was less than pleasant.  And I have no idea what's going on.......I just hope it doesn't happen again.

CSO Jala says:
::sighs at the XO's voice::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
*XO*:  An away team??  Sir, don't you think you're over-reacting?

MO_Jorae says:
::Takes another sip of her RA hoping it'll settle her stomach::

XO_Grift says:
*CMO*: I do not appreciate anyone taking liberties with others

CTO_Chalen says:
Barkeep:   Bartender!   3 more of what I was drinking!

XO_Grift says:
::Incredibly upset::

CTO_Chalen says:
MO:  Some things I think we just have to chalk up to Risa being.......... weird.

CSO Jala says:
::helps Torgh back to the ground and stands waiting::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
*XO*:  Please reconsider... I would hate to have to disobey a direct order...

SO_Webster says:
::gets another drink and relaxes some more::

MO_Jorae says:
::Takes off her combadge and Riggs combadge and drops them into the RA::  CTO: At least we'll have a quiet evening.

CTO_Chalen says:
MO:  I like the way you think, madam.  ::grins::

MO_Jorae says:
::Smiles slyly:: CTO: Well......I need this shore leave.  Let's just say I don't want it spoiled.

OPS_Becca says:
::sits thinking::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
CSO:  Let's head for the beach.

CSO Jala says:
::smiles brightly at Torgh::

XO_Grift says:
*CMO*: Find out who runs that amusement park and why we were beamed there

CSO Jala says:
CMO:  Ok!

XO_Grift says:
::exits his quarters enroute back to the bridge::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::rolls his eyes::  *XO*:  Aye, SIR.

CNS_Serain says:
::walks in to a very crowded bar and orders a Risa Rampage::

CSO Jala says:
::shoulders droop as she hears the XO::  CMO: I'll go with you, I guess.

CTO_Chalen says:
MO:  Like I said, the lady knows what she's doing.   ::the com badges buzz and fizzle in the drink::   Oh, that's music to my ears....

SO_Webster says:
::wonders what there is to do on Risa, besides drink::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::walks up to an employee::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
Employee:  Excuse me... who runs this place?

XO_Grift says:
::doesn't want to recall the whole crew::

MO_Jorae says:
::Orders a new RA and takes a nice slow sip::  CTO: Mine too......You really wanna stay here or you wanna go for a walk.......I'm sure we can take our drinks with us.

XO_Grift says:
::arrives back at the bridge::

CSO Jala says:
::follows Torgh::

XO_Grift says:
Computer: Scan the amusement park and report back all anomalous readings::

OPS_Becca says:
::thinks about my family on earth::

CTO_Chalen says:
MO:  Lead the way, my lady.   

CNS_Serain says:
::drinks it all and orders one to go::

CSO Jala says:
::pokes Torgh::  CMO:  That's a plastic clown, silly.

MO_Jorae says:
::Slides off her barstool and heads out of the bar toward a secluded beach.......just walking and looking at the moon.::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
CSO:   I knew that... I was just kidding around... ::grins::

SO_Webster says:
::decides she needs some exercise and heads to the beach::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
*XO*:  Sir, the place is automated.

MO_Jorae says:
::Decides to slip off her heals and carries them in her other hand::

CTO_Chalen says:
MO:  You can almost forget what real air smells like.   Not that anything on Risa is real.  Artificial weather, wave generators, climate control.......

CSO Jala says:
::rolls her eyes at Torgh::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
CSO:  Let's get to that beach.

CSO Jala says:
CMO: You bet!!

CNS_Serain says:
::walks to a lake where the moon reflection glistens::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::follows a path that leads right to the beach::

MO_Jorae says:
::Closes her eyes:: CTO: It's as real as the Comanche.......Just not natural......::Inhales deeply:: But just as real.....

CSO Jala says:
::walks next to Torgh::

SO_Webster says:
::walks up the beach, enjoying the moonlight, and checking out the guys::

MO_Jorae says:
::Sipping her RA and realizing she's almost finished it...::

XO_Grift says:
*CMO*: I'll contact the Risan government. You may re-commence shoreleave.

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::finds a secluded area and gestures for Tas to sit on a blanket in the sand::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
*XO*:  Thank you, sir.

CTO_Chalen says:
MO:  Aren't you in a good mood?  ::grins:: Hard to believe your the same girl I met in the sickbay of that Klingon Bird of Prey.

CNS_Serain says:
::sees a big fountain out in the middle and gets in a little pedal boat::

MO_Jorae says:
::Grins and looks at her outfit briefly:: CTO: Yea......never thought I'd see myself all dressed up over the likes of someone like you, Ridges.

OPS_Becca says:
::wonders what friends are doing::

XO_Grift says:
::Send a message to the government::

CSO Jala says:
::takes Torgh's hand and smiles up at him, still walking::

CTO_Chalen says:
MO:  Hey, I'm honored.  Looks good on you, you dress up well.  Me, I've never been really comfortable out of uniform.

CNS_Serain says:
::sips drink and begins to pedal towards the fountain::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
CSO:  It's beautiful, isn't it?

CSO Jala says:
CMO:  Very....

SO_Webster says:
::stops to watch a game of beach volleyball::

MO_Jorae says:
CTO: But that's part of who you are.......Honestly, I used to dress like this almost daily......then I joined SF and that all changed in a heartbeat.

MO_Jorae says:
CTO: Somehow I seem to prefer this to the uniform.

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::sitting on the blanket, puts his arms around Tas::

CNS_Serain says:
::watches as the water changes from blue to green to yellow.....::

XO_Grift says:
::briefly contemplates running around the empty ship in his stocking feet::

CSO Jala says:
::leans into Torgh and sighs::

CTO_Chalen says:
MO:  I guess this is who I really am.  But you do seem very natural like that.  Pretty easy on the eyes too.  ::shoots back another sunrise drink::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
CSO:  I love it when the moons are both full...  Look at that...

SO_Webster says:
::joins in the game, having a great time::

MO_Jorae says:
CTO: Easy on the eyes, huh?  Just what does that mean, Ridges?

CNS_Serain says:
::stops peddling and just floats::

CSO Jala says:
::looks up and smiles at the moons then throws her arms up and lays on her back, staring up at the stars::

OPS_Becca says:
::thinks about going back to ship to my quarters::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::lies down on his side, facing her, and plants a kiss on her cheek::

CTO_Chalen says:
MO:  It means that either my drinks are kicking in, or YOU, my dear Doctor, are making those spots look good.  ::grins::

SO_Webster says:
::dives for the ball and comes up with a mouthful of sand::

CSO Jala says:
::stops breathing for a second then tries to stop giggling::

CSO Jala says:
::blushes::

MO_Jorae says:
::Kicks at the sand:: CTO: Gotta be the drinks........::Smiles widely:: Or maybe not...........

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::watches her spots brighten::  CSO:  You're so cute when you're embarrassed.

CSO Jala says:
::hides her face in Torgh’s chest and smiles::

CTO_Chalen says:
MO:  My guess would be not.   ::winks at the MO::  Now if we can get through the rest of this shore leave without being teleported onto a giant pile of cheese or something else weird......

CSO Jala says:
::looks up at Torgh, suddenly serious and just looks in his eyes::

CNS_Serain says:
::leans back and closes eyes, hearing the sound of the fountain grow closer as she floats toward it::

XO_Grift says:
::returns to the command chair and sits back down::

OPS_Becca says:
::transports to my quarters and relaxes  in the bed... and falls asleep::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::caught in the moment, staring into her eyes... then reaches in for THE kiss...::

MO_Jorae says:
CTO: I hope not........it's too peaceful right now.......just right to enjoy........and the company doesn't hurt either.

CTO_Chalen says:
MO:  Careful, Julia, I could get used to this side of you.   

SO_Webster says:
::finishes her game and heads to a club for one last drink::

CSO Jala says:
::closes her eyes and waits::

MO_Jorae says:
::Stops and stares at the water:: CTO: Can't go having that now, can we?

Host Don says:
ACTION: The CNS is drenched as she passes under the fountain.

CNS_Serain says:
Eek! ::starts to pedal away::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::kisses her, letting the moment guide their way::

CSO Jala says:
::relaxes into him::

CTO_Chalen says:
MO:  I wouldn't mind it.  ::smiles softly::  At least for a little while, before we have to go save the galaxy again.   

MO_Jorae says:
CTO: Really?  ::Turns just a little to face him.....speaking softly:: Well.....just don't get too used to it.....Cinderella turns into a pumpkin when we get back to the ship.

OPS_Becca says:
::sleeps peacefully in my bed, dreaming about a guy i saw on Risa::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::pulls away, still gazing into her eyes::

CSO Jala says:
::smiles up at Torgh and bites her lip again::

CTO_Chalen says:
::looks into her eyes::   MO:  But the ship's pretty far away right now.   ::teasing smile::

XO_Grift says:
Computer: Open up message for Serena Sheridan, USS Nighthawk...

MO_Jorae says:
CTO: So it is.......Shall we take advantage of it?

SO_Webster says:
::transports back to the ship, having had a fun time on Risa::

CNS_Serain says:
::arrives back at the bank of the lake and gets out of the boat....grabs a fluffy towel from a stand and tries to dry off::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::sighs::  CSO:  Ready to go back?

CSO Jala says:
CMO:  I suppose....  I wanna stay right her for ever!

Host Don says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< End Shore leave >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>



